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This paper reports full scale experiments, under simulated heavy traffic, of geocell and EPS (expanded polystyrene) 16 
geofoam block inclusions to mitigate the pressure on, and deformation of, shallow buried, high density polyethylene 17 
(HDPE) flexible pipes while limiting surface settlement of the backfilled trench. Geocell of two pocket sizes and EPS of 18 
different widths and thickness are used. Soil surface settlement, pipe deformation and transferred pressure onto the pipe 19 
are evaluated under repeated loading. The results show that using EPS may sometimes lead to larger surface settlements 20 
but can alleviate pressure onto the pipe and, consequentially, result in lower pipe deformations. This benefit is enhanced 21 
by the use of geocell reinforcement which not only significantly opposes any EPS-induced increase in soil surface 22 
settlement, but further reduces the pressure on the pipe and its deformation to within allowable limits. For example, by 23 
using EPS geofoam with width 0.3 times, and thickness 1.5 times, pipe diameter simultaneously with geocell 24 
reinforcement with a pocket size 110×110 mm2 soil surface settlement, pipe deformation and transferred pressure around 25 
a shallow pipe were respectively, 0.60, 0.52 and 0.46 times those obtained in the fully unreinforced buried pipe system. 26 
This would represent a desirable and allowable arrangement. 27 
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 29 
1. Introduction 30 
The pressure acting on buried pipes is significantly influenced by relative settlements between soil prisms 31 
above and adjacent to the pipe. This relative settlement may have a positive or a negative influence on the 32 





shear stresses between the soil prisms above and adjacent to the pipe that may increase or decrease the load 34 
that reaches the pipe, whether it originates from the self-weight of overburden soil or from static and cyclic 35 
surface surcharge loadings.  36 
For rigid pipes, the deformation of the pipe crown is generally insignificant and thus the settlement of the 37 
soil immediately above the pipe is less than that of the adjacent soil prisms. This differential settlement of the 38 
soil gives rise to a concentration of pressure on the pipe crown due to the downward shear stress generated on 39 
the central soil prism by the adjacent, settling, soil prisms, and is called the negative arching effect (Fig. 1).  40 
For flexible pipes, due to the relatively large downward deflection of the pipe crown, the settlement of the 41 
central soil prism above the pipe can often be greater than that of the adjacent soil prisms and, consequently, 42 
the pressure acting on the pipe crown reduces as shear stress is mobilized when the adjacent soil prisms act to 43 
partially support the central soil prism; an effect called positive arching (Fig. 1). 44 
Hence, in order to reduce the stress carried by the pipe, it may be desirable to induce more settlement in 45 
the central prism compared with the two adjacent prisms (i.e. to enhance positive arching). This may be 46 
encouraged by the use of compressible low-density material such as sawdust, leaves, wood waste, straw 47 
bales, compressive soil, polystyrene beads placed in the central prism, above the pipe, during trench 48 
installation (e.g. as suggested by McAfee and Valsangkar, 2004; Kang et al., 2008a,b). Due to their low 49 
density, overburden loading is reduced, while the greater compressibility can reduce deflection of the buried 50 
pipe by inducing upward shearing stress on the two sides of central soil prism.  51 
McAffee and Valsangkar (2004) conducted a testing program using a large-scale consolidometer and 52 
direct shear testing apparatus, to measure the compressibility and shear strength parameters of compressible 53 
fill materials (e.g. sawdust, wood chips, and hay) commonly used in such an application. Kang et al. (2008b) 54 
investigated the potential benefits of soft/low-density material, with moduli of elasticity ranging from 345 55 
kPa for polystyrene beads to 2756 kPa for bales of hay, and the optimum geometry of their use around the 56 
deeply buried pipe, using finite element model. They reported a reduction in the vertical pressure on the pipe 57 
crown due to this innovative extension of a narrow zone of the soft material. 58 
Neither engineering properties, compaction, nor mechanical characteristics of these materials (sawdust, 59 
leaves, wood chips, straw bales and polystyrene beads) are commonly difficult to determine and control in 60 
principle although, usually, their uniformity when compacted in a trench, is not reliable. Amongst the low-61 
density materials, expanded polystyrene (EPS) geofoam (available in block form) is more uniform with fairly 62 





expanded polystyrene (EPS) geofoam blocks as a compressible inclusion has sparked interest in several 64 
different geotechnical applications such as road embankments, reinforced walls, buried pipes and culverts 65 
(Duskov, 1997; Zou et al., 2000; Zarnani and Bathurst 2007; Farnsworth et al., 2008; Hatami and Witthoeft, 66 
2008; Barrett and Valsangkar, 2009; Horvath, 2010; Newman et al., 2010; Bartlett et al., J. 2015; Witthoeft 67 
and Kim, 2015; Keller, 2016; Meguid et al., 2017a,b). 68 
Several researchers have focused on the use of expanded polystyrene (EPS) geofoam as a compressible 69 
inclusion to protect buried pipes and culverts (e.g., Vaslestad et al. 1994; Sun et al. 2005, 2009; Kim et al. 70 
2010; Witthoeft and Kim, 2015; Anil et al., 2015; Beju and Mandal, 2017). Sun et al. (2009) investigated the 71 
pressure reduction on concrete culverts with EPS panels in various configurations using both instrumented 72 
field tests and numerical analyses. Their results encouraged the use of EPS geofoam block to effectively 73 
reduce the vertical pressure on rigid culverts. To identify the applicability of such compressible inclusions, 74 
Kim et al. (2010) conducted a series of model tests on corrugated steel pipes with a diameter of 100 mm. The 75 
vertical pressure acting on the pipe crown under three static surcharges of 49, 98, and 147 kPa to the backfill 76 
surface was measured. The results revealed that the vertical pressure acting on the pipe covered by one layer 77 
of EPS geofoam panel with a thickness of 50 mm (0.5 times the pipe diameter) could reduce by up to 73%, at 78 
an optimal width of EPS panel which equalled 1.5 times the pipe diameter. Witthoeft and Kim (2015) 79 
performed a numerical analysis to study the benefit of expanded polystyrene (EPS) geofoam panels placed 80 
over a buried pipe under the same three static surcharges. They found that EPS geofoam panel as 81 
compressible inclusions over a buried pipe with thickness of 50 mm and width of 1.5 times the pipe diameter 82 
delivered the greatest effectiveness in reducing the pressure acting on the pipe due to positive arching action. 83 
Anil et al. (2015) investigated the benefit of EPS geofoam blocks, with thicknesses of 30 and 50 mm, to 84 
protect pipes with diameter of 220 mm, manufactured from steel and composite materials from sudden 85 
impact loads such as rock falls. Impact load and accelerations on the pipes with time were measured. Their 86 
findings show that the installation of 50 mm thick geofoam with 80 mm thick sand (as cover) was generally 87 
successful in reducing the effects of impact loads in terms of dissipating impact effects on the pipe and of the 88 
measured acceleration and displacements of the pipe. 89 
Even though using EPS geofoam block as compressible inclusions over a buried pipe has been observed 90 
to reduce the vertical stress acting on the pipe, yet its effect on pipe deformation has not been clearly reported 91 





surface modulus of elasticity and high deformation of the central soil prism - consequently leading to an 93 
increase in the soil surface settlement. This has not, previously, been investigated.  94 
Soil-filled geocells can provide a three-dimensional cellular reinforcement. Many authors (Dash et al., 95 
2007; Madhavi Latha and Rajagopal, 2007; Leshchinsky and Ling, 2012, 2013; Tanyu et al., 2013; 96 
Moghaddas Tafreshi et al., 2013, 2016; Hegde and Sitharam, 2015a; Indraratna et al., 2015; Biabani et al., 97 
2016; Trung Ngo et al., 2016; Oliaei and Kouzegaran, 2017; Dash and Choudhary, 2018; Satyal et al., 2018) 98 
have shown that a geocell layer, due to the frictional and passive resistance developed at the soil-geocell 99 
interfaces, appears to derive substantial anchorage from both sides of the loaded area and, as a result, 100 
decreases soil surface settlement and increases bearing capacity. Thus, the use of geocell reinforcement in the 101 
buried pipe system, beneath the loading surface might not only considerably negate the tendency of an EPS 102 
block to increase soil surface settlement, but it could also cause more reduction in the transferred pressure 103 
over the pipe. Other researchers have studied the potential use of EPS blocks on buried pipe, particularly 104 
under static loading (e.g. Vaslestad et al. 1994; Kim et al. 2010; Witthoeft and Kim, 2015; Beju and Mandal, 105 
2017), and the geocell reinforcement of soil over pipes buried under rubber-soil mixtures and subjected to 106 
static and repeated loading (e.g. Tavakoli Mehrjardi et al., 2012, Hegde and Sitharam, 2015b), yet there is a 107 
lack of investigation into the protection of pipes buried in trenches (that are then trafficked repeatedly) by the 108 
combined use both of EPS block and geocell reinforcement. It is the aim of this paper to address this 109 
combination under repeated loading as a potential means of providing pipe protection and a trafficable 110 
ground surface over the pipe where positive arching is operative.  111 
2. Goals 112 
Many buried pipes in shallow or deep trench backfill are made of flexible material, such as uPVC 113 
(unplasticized polyvinyl chloride) and HDPE (high density polyethylene). Thus, to increase the required 114 
serviceability period and to protect the pipe from the applied stress induced by static and repeated loading at 115 
the ground surface, special attention must be given to the backfill arrangements. The overall goal of the 116 
current study was to investigate the beneficial, simultaneous, use of EPS geofoam block and geocell 117 
reinforcement in backfill over pipes subjected to simulated repeated loading of heavy traffic by full scale 118 
modelling. It was expected that the EPS geofoam block, together with the geocell reinforcement, would 119 
reduce pipe deformation and transferred pressure to the buried pipe while limiting the trench settlement to an 120 
acceptable value. Thus a total of 14 independent tests (plus 17 repeated tests) were performed on a buried 121 





It should be noted that in the testing program, only one type of pipe, one type of geocell, one type of soil 123 
and one density of EPS block were used. The results should, therefore, have direct applicability, qualitatively, 124 
to the applications envisaged and could have wider application for buried pipe installation, but will need 125 
adjusting for different soil properties, different density of EPS geofoam block and different geosynthetic 126 
properties in such cases. 127 
3. Test material  128 
3.1. Soils  129 
In order to simulate likely usage conditions, yet not to introduce too many variables, a granular soil was 130 
used around the two sides of the pipe and to cover the crown.  It was also used to cover the EPS block and to 131 
fill the geocell pockets (in geocell-reinforced installations), as shown in Fig. 2. The soil has a maximum grain 132 
size and mean grain size of 20 mm and 4.3 mm, respectively and a specific gravity of 2.66 (Gs=2.66). 133 
According to the Unified Soil Classification System (ASTM D 2487-11), this soil is classified as well-graded 134 
sand with letter symbol “SW” which satisfies the grain size limits for pipe backfill materials according to 135 
ASTM D 2321-08. Based on the modified proctor compaction, following ASTM D 1557-12, the maximum 136 
dry unit weight and the optimum moisture content of this soil were determined as about 20.42 kN/m3 and 137 
5.1%, respectively. The angle of internal friction (φ) of the soil, obtained by consolidated undrained triaxial 138 
compression tests of specimens at a wet unit weight of 19.72 kN/m3 and a moisture content of 5% 139 
(corresponding to 92% of maximum dry unit weight, similar to the compacted unit weight of soil layers in 140 
backfill) was 40.5°. To simulate the natural ground that would provide the bedding and the two vertical sides 141 
of the trench, a  soil with grain sizes between 0.08 and 20 mm and with medium cohesion was used. 142 
According to the Unified Soil Classification System (ASTM D 2487-11), this soil is classified as well-graded 143 
sand with clay (SW-SC). 144 
3.2. Geocell reinforcement 145 
The geocell used is a particular 3D geosynthetic formed from strips of non-woven polymeric geotextile 146 
thermo-welded into a form of non-perforated cellular and honeycomb-like system. Table 1 tabulates the 147 
engineering properties of this geotextile to form the geocell, as listed by the manufacturer. In all geocell-148 
reinforced tests, the geocell layer was used in two pocket sizes of 55×55 mm2 or 110×110 mm2 and one 149 
height of 100 mm. When spread out, it occupied an area of 1250×1250 mm2 in plane (5 times the loading 150 





surface at optimum depth is shown in Fig. 3. According to the manufacturer (Treff, 2011), the strength and 152 
stiffness of the geocell joint is higher than or similar to that of the geocell wall material (i.e. geotextile).  153 
3.3. Pipe 154 
With regard to technology development and the increasing use of polyethylene pipes in urban drainage 155 
and sewerage system, polyethylene pipes complying with BSI 4660 (2000) for underground services were 156 
used. Initially, several pipes obtained from different manufacturers were subjected to a variety of test 157 
evaluations so as to verify the suitability for the testing programme described herein. On this basis, a high 158 
density polyethylene pipe (HDPE 100), designed to withstand a pressure of 4 bar, having an outer diameter 159 
(D) of 250 mm, a wall thickness (t) of 4 mm and, thus, a Standard Dimension Ratio (SDR) = D/t =40 was 160 
selected. Based on the manufacturer (Gostaresh Co.), this pipe has an elastic modulus of 1000 MPa, a 161 
Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and a weight per unit length of 4.83 kg/m. A pipe length of 1740mm, approximately 162 
equal to the length of the trench in the full scale model test (see Section 4.1) was chosen. 163 
3.4. EPS geofoam block 164 
Expanded Polystyrene (EPS), commonly called “geofoam”, is formed into compressible low-density 165 
cellular plastic blocks. In the current study, EPS geofoam blocks with different thicknesses, different widths 166 
(as a ratio of pipe diameter, D) and with density of 38 kg/m3 were evaluated by the testing program. 167 
Unconfined uniaxial compressive testing (ASTM D 1621-00) was performed on 200 mm cubic specimens of 168 
EPS. The stress-strain response, plotted as Fig. 4, contains four parts: an initial linear response, yield, linear 169 
work hardening and, finally, non-linear work hardening – a similar response to previous studies (e.g. Stark et 170 
al., 2004). The elastic limit and compressive strength of EPS geofoam are defined as the stress at 1% and 171 
10% strain, respectively (Horvath, 1994). Using this definition, the elastic limit, compressive strength and 172 
elastic modulus of EPS material block are 23.88 kPa, 207.27 kPa and 2.39 MPa, respectively. It should be 173 
noted that lower density EPS blocks (e.g., lower than 20-25 kg/cm3) are much more compressible than higher 174 
density ones, since both elastic modulus and compressive strength reduce with decrease in EPS density 175 
(Horvath, 1996). Because limiting the trench settlement to an acceptable value is one of the aims of this 176 
study, thus the combination of geocell reinforcement with higher density EPS geofoam blocks is better than 177 
using lower density EPS blocks to limit settlement of the backfill under heavy repeated loading. By 178 
considering the quality and durability of the EPS material, the maximum available EPS density of 38 kg/m3 179 
was selected.   180 





A full scale model test was used to provide realistic test conditions. The test equipment comprises a 182 
model test trench, a loading system and a data measurement system, shown, schematically, in Fig. 5.  183 
4.1. Test trench 184 
The full scale model of the test trench containing the pipe, geocell layer and EPS block was prepared in a 185 
test pit with plan dimensions of 2200 mm × 2200 mm and depth of 1000 mm. The test trench was constructed 186 
750 mm wide (X direction) and 750 mm deep (Y direction), as shown in Fig. 5, and 1750 mm long. The 187 
trench width was selected to meet the recommendations of BSI (1980), ASTM D2321-08 and AASHTO 188 
(2010). The BSI (1980) and ASTM D2321-08 recommend the minimum trench width as D+300 mm and 189 
1.25D+300 mm (where D is the pipe diameter in mm), respectively. According to AASHTO (2010), the 190 
minimum width of the trench should be the greater of 1.5D+305 mm and D+406 mm. The maximum buried 191 
depth of the pipe was selected as two times the pipe's diameter (2D=500 mm), as proposed by Moghaddas 192 
Tafreshi and Tavakoli Mehrjardi (2008), being an optimized value of burial depth for a pipe embedded in 193 
geogrid-reinforced soil.  194 
4.2. Loading System and simulated traffic load 195 
The load system includes a loading frame, a hydraulic cylinder and a controlling unit. The loading frame 196 
consists of two heavy steel columns and a horizontal strong reaction beam spanning the width of the test pit, 197 
which supports the hydraulic actuator. The hydraulic cylinder and controlling unit may produce monotonic or 198 
repeated loads with the capability of applying a stepwise controlled load to a maximum capacity of 100 kN. 199 
In order to simulate the loads imposed by traffic, loading, unloading and reloading were imposed through a 200 
circular plate located at the centre of the trench surface. In all tests, 150 cycles of repeated loading with 201 
amplitude of 800 kPa and frequency of 0.33 Hz were applied to the loading plate. The diameter of the loading 202 
plate (250 mm) and the maximum applied pressure of 800 kPa were chosen to replicate that of a heavy 203 
vehicle half-axle (40 kN) as used on a common heavy trailer (mean tyre pressure 792 kPa) as recommended 204 
by Brito et al. (2009). 205 
 206 
4.3. Data measurement system 207 
The data measurement system was developed to read and record the applied repeated load, loading plate 208 
settlement, pipe deformation and soil pressure automatically. An S-shaped load cell, with an accuracy of 209 





precisely measure the applied repeated load. To measure the average settlement of the loading plate during 211 
loading, unloading and reloading, two linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) with an accuracy of 212 
0.01% of full range (100 mm) were attached to opposite edges of the loading plate.  213 
To measure the pipe deformation during the test, six LVDTs with the accuracy of 0.01% of full range 214 
(75 mm) were installed inside the pipe. Two steel U channel profiles were placed inside the pipe to make a 215 
solid base on which to fix the LVDTs (by magnet base/rod) that measured horizontal (Dh) and vertical (Dv) 216 
deflections at the different points of the pipe (Fig. 6a-b). The first steel U channel was rested inside the pipe 217 
to measure the vertical (Dv) deflections. It was only connected via a flexible plastic screw so as to prevent its 218 
horizontal displacement but to allow it to record the horizontal (Dh) deflection while minimizing its influence 219 
on pipe deformation. Although, this might influence the horizontal (Dh) deflection, it seems should have the 220 
same effect in all tests. Five LVDTs were installed to measure the vertical deflection of the pipe crown (Dv) 221 
in the middle of the pipe length and along the pipe's axis at distances of 150, 300, 450 and 600 mm from the 222 
mid-point of the pipe’s length. In some tests, one additional LVDT was installed to measure the horizontal 223 
deflection of the pipe at the mid-point of the pipe’s length. Fig. 6a-b provides a photograph and a schematic 224 
of the LVDTs inside the pipe in the middle and along the pipe's axis, defining the horizontal (Dh) and vertical 225 
(Dv) pipe deflection meanings.  226 
The soil pressure around the pipe was monitored and measured by two soil pressure cells (abbreviated to 227 
SPC.C and SPC.S) with a diameter of 50 mm and an accuracy of 0.01% of their full range of 1 MPa. Similar 228 
soil pressure cell with diameter of 50 mm was used by Palmeira and Andrade (2010) to investigate the 229 
behaviour of buried pipes in geosynthetic reinforced backfill. Pressure cell “C” (SPC.C) was installed on the 230 
crown of pipe to measure the vertical soil pressure, while pressure cell “S”, (SPC.S) was installed at the 231 
springline of the pipe to measure the lateral soil pressure as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6c. To calibrate the 232 
pressure cells, a 300 mm-diameter and 200 mm-high cylindrical container made of very soft textile was filled 233 
with soft and fine soil and the cell placed in the middle. Although, the use of soft soil around the cell’s 234 
diaphragm instead of the actual granular backfill soil might have influenced the soil pressure measurements, 235 
to prevent damage of the diaphragm of the soil pressure cell caused by granular backfill soil with maximum 236 
grain size of 20 mm, the manufacturer recommends the use of soft soil around the pressure cell. Thereafter by 237 
placing the container in a compression machine, the cells were calibrated for different levels of applied 238 
pressure. Ideally, cell diameter should be many  times the maximum particle size of the soil (Weiler and 239 





tests. To overcome this difficulty, following the advice of Palmeira and Andrade (2010), sand-filled bags 241 
were used to spread any loads, coming from coarse particle asperities, to the cell diaphragm.   242 
4.4. Test preparation and procedure 243 
In order to compact the backfill layers over the pipe (Fig. 5), a walk-behind vibrating plate compactor, 244 
450 mm in width, was used. In all the tests, the unreinforced soil layers at an optimum moisture content of 245 
5% and wet unit weight of 19.72 kN/m3 were prepared and compacted at thickness of 50 and 75 mm, 246 
respectively by one and two passes of compactor (see Table 2), depending on the thickness of EPS block. To 247 
achieve the required density of the soil that filled the pockets of the geocell layer, it was compacted with four 248 
passes of the compactor, irrespective of geocell pocket size (see Table 2). Thus the compaction energy, and 249 
consequently the compactive effort, was kept the same for all passes of the compactor. The depth of influence 250 
of the compactor is reported by the manufacturer to be between 50-100 mm, so additional compaction of the 251 
bottom layers due to compaction of the top layer will be significant impact and could be ignored. The soil 252 
mass around both sides of the pipe was carefully compacted by dropping a tamper with weight of 5 kg on a 253 
rigid steel plate with dimension of 240×240 mm from a height of 300 mm, three times, on the soil surface at 254 
two levels of horizontal pipe diameter and pipe crown. It provided a wet unit weight of soil approximately 17 255 
kN/m3 (see Table 2). Dropping the tamper more than three times caused no significant increase in soil unit 256 
weight. 257 
To have a better assessment of the backfill compaction, in some installations and after backfill 258 
placement, the unit weight of unreinforced layers and the soil inside the pockets of geocell layer were 259 
measured according to ASTM D 1556-07 (Table 2). The measurements showed that the unit weight of the 260 
unreinforced layers is greater than that inside the geocell pockets due to compaction difficulty of soil inside 261 
the geocell pockets. This is a problem observed by previous researchers (Thakur et al., 2012; Tavakoli 262 
Mehrjardi et al, 2013; Moghaddas Tafreshi et al., 2013). The densities measured in several compacted layers 263 
in each series of tests, revealed a close match between the unit weight values obtained from cone tests and the 264 
required unit weight values with maximum differences in results of ≈2-3%. This difference seems to be small 265 
for geotechnical applications. Table 2 shows the average measured dry densities of unreinforced soil and the 266 
soil filled in the geocell pockets after compaction of each layers. As the backfill was placed and compacted, 267 





When the backfill was complete, the loading plate was exactly set at the centre of backfill and two 269 
LVDTs were installed to record the settlement at the loaded surface. Fig. 7 illustrates a photograph of pipe 270 
and test installation prior to loading. 271 
5. Test program 272 
The test configurations and their geometry for buried pipes in both unreinforced and geocell-reinforced 273 
backfill, with and without EPS blocks, as considered in these investigations, is shown in Fig. 8. In addition, 274 
Table 3 gives details of the test series performed in this study. In the case of the backfill without any EPS 275 
block, two series of tests (Test Series 1 and 2 (Fig. 8a-b)) were conducted under unreinforced and geocell-276 
reinforced conditions. The width of the geocell layer (b) and the depth to the top of the geocell layer below 277 
the footing (u) were held constant (for Test Series 2 and 4) respectively at 5 and 0.2 times the loading plate 278 
diameter (optimum values as determined by Moghaddas Tafreshi et al, 2013; 2014). The thickness of the 279 
geocell layer inside the backfill was held constant in all the tests at 100 mm. The performance of the EPS 280 
blocks on the behaviour of pipe, buried under both unreinforced and geocell-reinforced backfills, is the 281 
subject of Test Series 3 and 4 (Fig. 8c-d). In these two Test Series, the effect of EPS block thickness (he) and 282 
EPS block width (w) as two dimensionless parameters of he/D and w/D were investigated. 283 
Several of the tests listed in Table 4 were repeated, at least twice. By this means the apparatus, data 284 
collection accuracy/consistency, system repeatability and reliability of the results could be assessed. The 285 
findings reveal a high similarity between results of the replicate tests, with a difference between results 286 
always less than 5% - an acceptably small, and negligible, difference in geotechnical testing. It was 287 
concluded that the combination of equipment and test procedure permits repeatable results to be obtained.  288 
6. Results and discussion 289 
In this section, the test results obtained from the full scale model are presented with a discussion 290 
highlighting the effects of the various parameters. The presentation of all the result figures would have made 291 
the paper lengthy, so only a selection is presented. Note that the deflections of the pipe are presented as 292 
vertical (ΔDv) and horizontal (ΔDh) diameter changes as a proportion of the original pipe diameter, D (i.e. 293 
ΔDv= Dv/D and ΔDh= Dh/D), expressed as a percentage.  294 
6.1. The typical trends of test results  295 
Fig. 9a-b shows the typical trends of the vertical pipe crown displacement (ΔDv) and the soil surface 296 
settlement (SSS) with the number of load cycles during the repeated loading. As seen in this figure, the rate 297 





condition of tests and due to 150 load cycles with frequency of 0.33 Hz, the variation of ΔDv and SSS 299 
becomes approximately stable and it can be anticipated to reach a fully stabilized condition with only a few 300 
additional cycles of load.  This may be attributed to the early process of reorientation of particles in the side 301 
fill of the pipe and beneath the loading, causing local side fill stiffening, but which ceases relative rapidly 302 
allowing the system to reach elastic stability (Faragher et al., 2000) (i.e. a shakedown condition). 303 
The pressure-SSS or pressure-ΔDv plots derived from these tests are shown in Fig. 9c-d. Although initial 304 
plastic strain occurs, it is clear that for repeated loads on the soil surface, a steady response condition was 305 
approximately achieved when the load path formed a closed hysteresis loop, indicating only a small amount 306 
of energy lost in the system. The other fact seen in Fig. 9, associated with the general behavior of the buried 307 
pipes subjected to repeated loads, is the large proportion of the pipe deformation/soil surface settlement at the 308 
end of the first pulse compared with its total pipe deformation/soil surface settlement due to many, later, load 309 
cycles. Again, this helps to support the conjecture that the first pulse is largely causing compactive action on, 310 
i.e. large plastic strain in, the surrounding soils. In this case, 30 or 27% of the total ΔDv or SSS, respectively, 311 
occurs during the first cycle. 312 
Fig. 10 demonstrates the typical variation of pressure on the pipe crown (as measured by SPC. C), with 313 
the number of load cycles and its hysteresis curve, for the same test condition as in Fig. 9. As seen in Fig. 314 
10a, the rate of increase in pressure reduces with increase in the number of load cycles and a stable condition 315 
was achieved at only 50 cycles (approx.). Indeed, after only a single cycle of load approximately 70% of the 316 
final pressure has been imposed. This observation, alongside the occurrence of a closed hysteresis loop (Fig. 317 
10b) much more rapidly than in Fig. 9c-d, suggests that pipe bedding and side fill compaction is completed 318 
easily but that full compaction of the fill above the pipe requires more effort. 319 
6.2. The influence of geocell reinforcement (no EPS block in the backfill) 320 
Fig. 11 compares the response of the buried pipe in the unreinforced and geocell-reinforced systems 321 
(Test Series 1 and 2 in Table 3) through 150 cycles of repeated loading. Both Soil Surface Settlement (rut 322 
depth on soil surface) and vertical and horizontal pipe diameter changes are smaller when the geocell is in 323 
place, evidence of beneficial stiffening and load-spreading abilities of the geocell installation under repeated 324 
loading. As seen in Fig. 11a, the soil surface settlement of the reinforced installation, at the last load cycle 325 
decreased by 25% to 45%, respectively, for small and large pocket geocell installations (compared to the 326 





Fig. 11b plots the changes in vertical and horizontal diameter of pipe (ΔDv and ΔDh) against the load 328 
cycles and illustrates a decrease in the vertical diameter of the pipe (i.e., negative ΔDv) and an increase in 329 
horizontal diameter of the pipe (i.e., positive ΔDh) as the load cycles increase. From Fig. 10b, the values of 330 
ΔDv of the pipe at the end of load cycling for unreinforced and geocell-reinforced tests with small and large 331 
geocell pocket sizes were obtained as 8.74%, 7.12% and 6.35%, respectively. Also, the corresponding values 332 
for ΔDh are 7.12%, 6.73 and 6.12%. These values indicate an improvement in ΔDv by about 27.4% and ΔDh 333 
by about 14.04% due to the large pocket geocell reinforcement. Thus, the competent performance of the 334 
geocell reinforced system in reducing the pipe deformation is evidenced as well as that in decreasing the soil 335 
surface settlement.  336 
To gain a better assessment of the pipe deformation, the variation of the pipe's vertical deflection at its 337 
crown, along the pipe's longitudinal axis (at distances of zero, 150, 300, 450 and 600 mm from the middle of 338 
pipe’s length) at the end of load cycling is presented in Fig. 11c. The zero-value on the horizontal axis of this 339 
figure indicates the point on the crown beneath the center of the loading surface and the axis indicates the 340 
distance along the pipe's axis from zero point. As expected, the deflection of the pipe's crown decreases away 341 
from the centre of loading for both unreinforced and reinforced systems. From Fig. 11c, for the buried pipe in 342 
unreinforced backfill, the vertical deflection of pipe (ΔDv) at the distances of zero, 150, 300 and 450 mm 343 
from the middle of pipe length are about 8.74%, 6.52%, 3.89%, 1.63% and 0.23%. The corresponding values 344 
for geocell-reinforced system with small pocket size are about 7.12%, 5.56%, 3.62%, 1.28% and 0.19% and 345 
for geocell-reinforced system with large pocket size are about 6.35%, 4.86%, 3.18%, 1.16% and 0.15%. It 346 
indicates that using the geocell layer beneath the soil surface, rendered the buried pipe system considerably 347 
protected. As can be seen in Fig. 11c, there was a non-linear variation of pipe crown deformation along the 348 
pipe's longitudinal axis, and it converges to an insignificant value over 600 mm from the centre of the loaded 349 
area. Fig. 11c also implies that the length of pipe is large enough that behaviour at the centre of the pipe’s 350 
length can be assumed to be unaffected by the two pipe ends.  351 
Fig. 11d demonstrates the variation of the measured pressure on the crown (SPC. C) and at the springline 352 
of the pipe (SPC. S) with load cycles, for both unreinforced and geocell-reinforced systems. The readings 353 
show that, in the last cycle of loading, the transferred stress on the crown (measured at SPC ‘C’) and at the 354 
springline of the pipe (measured at SPC. ‘S’) are about 75% and 92% of the values in the unreinforced 355 
installation, respectively, for large pocket size geocell and 86% and 95% for small pocket size geocell. These 356 





geocell reinforcement (the factor is about 0.92-0.95). However, Fig. 11d indicates that the observed reduction 358 
in pipe deflection in Fig. 11b could be attributed to a lower transferred pressure on the pipe crown. Thus, 359 
horizontally, a much stiffer arrangement has resulted. It is assumed that this reflects improved load spreading 360 
achieved by the geocell which is spreading load away from the crown (with a matching reduction in 361 
deflection there) and spreading it somewhat to the pipe margins. There, it is assumed, passive, horizontal 362 
earth pressure is now developed by smaller pipe deflections than before, due to the better compacted soil that 363 
has resulted from the increase in vertical load that has been spread to it. The improvement in the behaviour of 364 
pipes due to provision of reinforcement is in the line with the finding of Moghaddas Tafreshi and Khalaj 365 
(2008) and Tavakoli Mehrjardi et al. (2012), Hegde and Sitharam (2015b). 366 
Fig. 11 shows that the 110×110×100 mm geocell installation delivers greater benefit, for all tests, than 367 
does the 55×55×50 mm geocell arrangement. It proved impossible to achieve as great a density of pocket 368 
infill in the small pockets as in the large (see Table 2) - despite preparing and compacting the infill soil in the 369 
same manner. Probably, the greater number of vertical pocket sides found in the smaller geocell than in its 370 
larger ‘brother’ offered a greater hindrance to compaction. A further factor may be the greater number of 371 
(inevitable) break-ups between otherwise interlocked soil particles. These reductions in density and in stone-372 
stone interaction are unavoidable, as noted by previous authors (Thom, 2008; Tavakoli Mehrjardi et al., 373 
2013). Thus, for the later tests (Series 4 = geocell-reinforceds with EPS blocks), the larger geocell 374 
(110×110×100 mm pockets) was used. 375 
On the basis of the foregoing, the following reasons are suggested for the improved performance when 376 
geocell is present:  377 
 The honeycomb structure of a geocell layer imposes a hoop stress on soil in a pocket, preventing it 378 
from being sheared away from the load. Hence, overall, there is an effective increase in shear 379 
strength of the composite system with a consequential reduction in soil surface settlement (Tavakoli 380 
Mehrjardi et al., 2012; Thakur et al., 2012; Moghaddas Tafreshi et al., 2014). 381 
 The soil in the geocell is, relative to the unreinforced soil, stiff in bending due to its increased 382 
confinement. Therefore, it acts to redistributes stress more widely. In turn this reduces the vertical 383 
stress applied to the underlying soil in the central area so that the stress applied to the pipe is also 384 






6.3. The influence of EPS block  387 
The effect of EPS block on the trench settlement and behaviour of the buried pipe in the unreinforced and 388 
geocell-reinforced systems was investigated in Test Series 3-4 (Table 3). In these tests the effect of width and 389 
thickness of EPS block were examined.  390 
6.3.1. The influence of EPS block width in unreinforced and geocell-reinforcement installations  391 
To investigate the influence of EPS block width on the pipe behaviour in unreinforced and geocell 392 
reinforced backfills, the first row of Test Series 3 and 4 were performed. For unreinforced installations, four 393 
widths of EPS (D, 1.5D, 2D and 2.5D (Fig.12)) and for geocell-reinforced installation three widths (D, 1.5D 394 
and 2.5D (Fig. 13)) were examined for a fixed EPS block thickness of 0.6D (he=0.6D). The results of all the 395 
unreinforced tests (i.e. the backfill was installed with EPS block but the geocell layer was not used at the top 396 
of the backfill) and geocell-reinforced tests (i.e. the backfill was installed with EPS block) are presented in 397 
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively, showing soil surface settlement (SSS), vertical diameter change (ΔDv) and 398 
pressure variation under 150 repetitions of loading.  399 
Figs. 12a-b and 13a-b reveal that for both unreinforced and geocell-reinforced installations, with increase 400 
in the number of load cycles, the amount of soil surface settlement (SSS) and vertical diameter change (ΔDv) 401 
of the pipe steadily increase, with a large proportion of the total SSS and ΔDv (as recorded after all cycles 402 
(N=150)) occurring during the first cycle of loading (N=1). For example, the ratio of SSS during the first load 403 
cycle (N=1) to that accumulated by the last cycle (N=150) changes from 27% to 36%, regardless of 404 
unreinforced and geocell reinforced installations. Also, the corresponding values for ΔDv are from 35% to 405 
46%. 406 
Figs. 12a and 13a also illustrate that, with increase in the width of EPS block, the amount of SSS 407 
increases. As seen in Fig.12a, an EPS block in the unreinforced installation (without any geocell-408 
reinforcement) does make the SSS behaviour worse. e.g. for the EPS block with widths of 2D and 2.5D, 409 
unstable conditions with large settlement of 88.8 and 88 mm occur at load cycles 5 and 75, respectively, 410 
(long before reaching load cycle of 150). For the EPS block with widths of D and 1.5D, excessive settlement 411 
could be expected with further loading cycles unless soil permanently bridges over the blocks.  412 
According to the results presented in Section 6.2 and Fig. 11, it is expected that a geocell installation over 413 
the EPS block could help to attenuate the soil settlement and rectify the negative aspects of an EPS block on 414 
soil surface settlement. As shown in Fig.13a, using the geocell layer leads to stabilizing settlement behaviour 415 





effect of EPS block on soil surface settlement for unreinforced and reinforced backfill is evident although its 417 
extent is curtailed by the geocell. 418 
In contrast to the undesirable effect of EPS block on the soil surface settlement (Figs. 12a and 13a), Figs. 419 
12b-d and 13b-d illustrate the beneficial influence of EPS block inclusion on reduction of vertical diameter 420 
change (ΔDv) of the pipe at the center and also along the pipe's longitudinal axis, plus the soil pressure 421 
around the pipe when the backfill was installed with an EPS block, whether geocell-reinforced or not.  422 
Figs. 12b-c and 13b-c show that the best performance in reducing the vertical deformation of the pipe 423 
along the longitudinal axis, belongs to the installation of EPS block with a width of 1.5D over the pipe, which 424 
had a value of ΔDv at the end of load cycle and in the middle of pipe, in unreinforced and geocell-reinforced 425 
installations, respectively 5.25% and 3.98%. It is noticeable that, corresponding ΔDv values for the 426 
unreinforced and geocell-reinforced installations with no EPS block, were respectively 8.74% and 6.34%. 427 
Likewise, Figs. 12c and 13c depict that the pipe deformation on the pipe crown, along the pipe's longitudinal 428 
axis, declines non-linearly to an insignificant value.  429 
Comparing the results in Figs. 12d and 13d show that the geocell-reinforced installation containing EPS 430 
block with a width of 1.5D delivers the best performance in soil pressure reduction around the pipe, as its 431 
value at the end of load cycle is obtained at about 92.2 kPa and 45.4 kPa, respectively at the crown (SPC. C) 432 
and at the springline (SPC. S).  433 
In order to have a clear and direct investigation of the influence of EPS block on the behaviour of 434 
unreinforced and geocell reinforcement systems, the variation of soil surface settlement (SSS), vertical 435 
diameter change (ΔDv) of the pipe and pressure acting on the crown of pipe with EPS block width (w/D) at 436 
the last load cycle are shown in Fig. 14.  437 
For unreinforced and geocell-reinforced backfill, the soil surface settlement (SSS) value increases as the 438 
width of EPS block is increasing (see Fig. 14a). It could be attributed to the compressibility of the EPS block 439 
and also to an increase in its flexibility in the direction of the horizontal diameter of pipe with increase in the 440 
width of EPS block; as a result, more bending and deflection in the middle of block and more settlement 441 
beneath the loading surface will be experienced.  442 
The variation of the vertical diameter change (ΔDv) of the pipe and the pressure acting on the crown of 443 
pipe with w/D ratio are the subject of Fig. 14b-c, respectively. As seen in these parts of the figure, when an 444 
EPS block is installed above the pipe, the value of ΔDv and the pressure over the pipe decreases, regardless of 445 





This can be attributed to placing EPS block as an additional compressible inclusion above the pipe that can 447 
induce more settlement in the soil-EPS prism above the pipe compared to the soils adjacent to the soil prism. 448 
Therefore, the more upward shear strength on the two side of soil prism surface would be mobilized which 449 
can reduce the pressure on the pipe’s crown, consequently the value of ΔDv decreases (see Fig. 1).  450 
From this figure it has also been found that with an increase in w/D ratio to about 1.5, the value of ΔDv 451 
and the pressure acting on the pipe crown decrease down to the minimum value, after which, with increase in 452 
w/D ratio, their values increase, irrespective of whether unreinforced or geocell-reinforced. The value of ΔDv 453 
in unreinforced and geocell-reinforced installations that included an EPS block was 5.25% and 3.98%, 454 
respectively, at the end of load cycling. These values are respectively about 0.60 and 0.46 times the value of 455 
fully unreinforced backfill, which is 8.74%. In a similar way, the measured pressure acting on the pipe crown 456 
at the end of load cycling was about 113 kPa and 92 kPa, respectively for the unreinforced and geocell-457 
reinforced installations that included an EPS block, and these values are respectively about 0.47 and 0.38 458 
times the value when fully unreinforced (≈243 kPa). Kim et al. (2010) in their studies on buried pipes under 459 
EPS geofoam inclusions (with no geosynthetics reinforcement) under three applied static surcharges, reported 460 
an optimum value of 1.5D for width of EPS block that gives a 73% reduction in vertical pressure acting on 461 
the pipe. The greater reduction in vertical pressure reported by Kim et al. (2010), compared to that observed 462 
in current study, might be attributed to the loading type (static versus repeated loadings), thickness and 463 
density of EPS block. 464 
As seen in Fig. 14, an EPS width of 1.5D gives the minimum value of ΔDv and pressure on pipe, but there 465 
was no significant difference in ΔDv and soil pressure when an EPS width of 1D was used (the difference is 466 
less than 2.5% in value of ΔDv and less than 9% in value of soil pressure for reinforced installation). The 467 
small reduction in ΔDv and soil pressure when the EPS width changes from 1 to 1.5 times the pipe diameter 468 
suggests that an optimal width of an EPS is approximately 1 to 1.5 times the pipe diameter among the other 469 
EPS block widths. As shown in Fig. 14, with the increase in w/D beyond the optimal width of EPS (i.e. 1.5 470 
times the pipe diameter), not only is no further improvement generated, but it also counteracts the beneficial 471 
effect of an EPS block, as negative influence of pipe behaviour would be expected with increase in the width 472 
of an EPS block further than 2.5 times the pipe diameter. This could be attributed to diminishing the arching 473 
effect over the pipe due to the use of a wider EPS width which extends the soil prism over the pipe (Kim et 474 





6.3.2. The influence of EPS block thickness in unreinforced and geocell-reinforcement installations  476 
To investigate the influence of EPS block thickness on the pipe behaviour, Test Series 3 and 4 (second 477 
row of each series in Table 3) with a fixed ratio of EPS block width to pipe diameter of 1.5 (w=1.5D as 478 
optimum value) were performed. For unreinforced installations three thicknesses of 0.1D, 0.3D and 0.6D 479 
(Fig.15) and for geocell-reinforced installations three thicknesses of 0.3D, 0.4D and 0.6D (Fig. 16) were 480 
examined. The results of all the unreinforced and geocell-reinforced tests with and without EPS block, for 481 
150 cycles of loading, are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively.  482 
Figs. 15a and 16a illustrate the variations of soil surface settlement with number of load cycles for 483 
unreinforced and geocell-reinforced installations with and without EPS block. As seen in these figures, for all 484 
tests with an EPS block above the pipe, the SSS value is larger than when there is no EPS block. They also 485 
indicate that, with increase in the thickness of EPS block, the settlement of the loading surface increases, 486 
irrespective of unreinforced and geocell-reinforced installations. This is due to the compressible nature of the 487 
EPS inclusions inside the backfill, over the pipe, leading to increased the soil surface settlement. Moreover, 488 
referring to Fig. 16a, the geocell effect in decreasing SSS values, when compared with the corresponding no-489 
geocell SSS values in Fig. 15a, is remarkable.  490 
The variation of vertical (ΔDv) and horizontal (ΔDh) diameter changes of the pipe, vertical diameter 491 
change (ΔDv) of the pipe along the pipe's longitudinal axis, and pressure around the pipe with number of  492 
load cycles for unreinforced and geocell-reinforced installations, are respectively the subjects of Figs. 15b-d 493 
and 16b-d. From these figures, reduction in pipe deformation and pressure around the pipe due to the positive 494 
influence of EPS block inclusion can be observed for both unreinforced and geocell-reinforced systems. As 495 
seen, pipe deformation and vertical pressure on the pipe reduce with an increase in EPS block thickness. This 496 
is because, when the soil prism over the pipe contains thicker EPS, then the EPS compression causes more 497 
settlement (see Figs. 15a and 16a) relative to the two adjacent soil prisms, which results in a positive arching 498 
effect (see Fig. 1). In contrast, a thin EPS layer (e.g. here he=0.1D) is not large enough to generate sufficient 499 
differential deformation in the soil prisms over the pipe – and so the arching support is not developed. Similar 500 
results under applied static load on trench surface have been reported by Beju and Mandal (2017) on vertical 501 
pressure reduction on a buried pipe with increase in EPS geofoam thickness. However, as before, the internal 502 
benefits of reduced stress on, and deformation of, the pipe are bought at the cost of increases in the settlement 503 





In addition, an interesting observation that can be made from Figs. 15d and 16d (also observations in Figs. 505 
10a, 11d, 12d and 13d) is that the pressure around the pipe reaches a maximum value during the first load 506 
cycles but then tends to decrease to a somewhat smaller value. The reason for this cannot be determined with 507 
certainty, but is likely due to rearrangement of the bedding around the pipe, perhaps as the polymeric pipe 508 
slowly creeps under load. 509 
To gain a better understanding of the effect of EPS block thickness on the soil surface settlement (SSS) of 510 
unreinforced and geocell-reinforced systems, the increase of SSS with EPS block thickness (he/D), at the last 511 
load cycle, are shown in Fig. 17a. As can be seen, an increase in the thickness of EPS block in the range of 0-512 
0.3D, results in a slow increase in the SSS value, while increasing the EPS block thickness beyond 0.3D 513 
results in the rate of enhancement increasing considerably, for both unreinforced and reinforced installations. 514 
For example, in unreinforced installation, the SSS value at load cycle 150 are about 52.4, 55.2, 57.2 and 85.6 515 
mm respectively for EPS thicknesses of 0, 0.1D, 0.3D and 0.6D. The SSS value increases about 9.2% when 516 
the thinnest EPS block (he=0.3D) is inserted, while it increases by some 49.7% when the EPS thickness 517 
changes from 0.3D to 0.6D. For geocell-reinforced systems, the rate of increase in SSS value for variation of 518 
EPS block thickness between 0.3D and 0.6D is, similarly, substantially greater than when EPS block 519 
thickness changes from zero to 0.3D.  520 
Figs. 17b and 17c represent, respectively, the variation of the vertical diameter change (ΔDv) of the pipe 521 
and the pressure acting on the crown of pipe, both with he/D ratio, at the last load cycle. As can be seen, the 522 
EPS block is able to significantly improve the pipe behaviour, as with increase in EPS thickness, both ΔDv 523 
and pressure on the pipe crown decrease, whether reinforced with geocell or not. This performance 524 
improvement seems to be a result of the increase in upward shear strength mobilized on the two side of soil 525 
prism surface above the pipe, due to increase in soil surface settlement (Figs. 1 and 17a) which can reduce the 526 
pressure on the pipe crown, consequently leading to a decrease in the value of ΔDv. However, as shown in 527 
Fig.17, the rate of decrease in the value of ΔDv and pressure on pipe when changing in EPS block thickness 528 
from zero (no EPS block) to 0.3D, is far greater than when changing from 0.3D to 0.6D, irrespective of 529 
reinforcement, suggesting that the soil arching effect is induced even by low thickness of compressible EPS.    530 
7. Discussion of results 531 
EPS Geofoam block has been suggested as compressible inclusion for use over buried pipes by several 532 
authors (Vaslestad et al., 1994; Kim et al. 2010; Witthoeft and Kim, 2015; Anil et al., 2015; Beju and 533 





pressure reduction over pipe. As yet, there is no clear report in the literature regarding the effect of EPS block 535 
on pipe deformation and soil loading surface settlement. Yet limiting the soil settlement (rut depth on soil 536 
surface) and the pipe deformation must also be considered as essential requirements for a safe and effective 537 
backfill trench and buried pipe system. Furthermore, the recommendations of the previous literature are not 538 
quantitatively consistent. For example, Vaslestad et al. (1994) recommended using an EPS block with a 539 
minimum width larger than 1.5 times the pipe diameter while Kim and Yoo (2005) showed that no significant 540 
load reduction was achieved for the EPS panel width of greater than 1.5 times of the pipe diameter.  541 
Table 4 compares the values of soil surface settlement (SSS), vertical diameter change of pipe (ΔDv) and 542 
pressure on the pipe crown for different backfill installations, at the last cycle of loading. For real pipe 543 
installation, AASHTO (2010) recommended limiting the vertical diameter change of a pipe (ΔDv) to 5% as 544 
the criteria to avoid snap-through buckling to the pipe. For surface settlement (ruts) AASHTO (1993) 545 
recommends a limit of 30-70 mm for unsealed low volume roads. Given that the test results presented here 546 
show that the majority of the settlement at the surface occurs in the first 50 cycles or so, this deformation is 547 
likely to be caused by construction traffic when an unsealed surface is present. Where a bound surface is to 548 
be placed over the top of the trench fill before such settlement has been induced, less rutting is permissible, 549 
but the results presented do not give information about the settlement can then be expected. Doubtless the 550 
bound material will provide better bridging over the trench than would unbound materials, but the degree of 551 
assistance provided and its reliability in the long term would need further study.  552 
For the different test conditions considered here and the summarized results in Table 4, the following 553 
discussion could be useful: 554 
(1) For the tests with no EPS block, the benefits of geocell over the unreinforced situation are clear for all 555 
measurements, soil surface settlement (SSS), vertical diameter change of pipe (ΔDv) and pressure on pipe. 556 
The geocell reinforcement is able to significantly reduce SSS, ΔDv and pressure on pipe by about 43%, 557 
27.4% and 24.7%, respectively, compared with unreinforced installations but, even so, the value of ΔDv is 558 
never in the range of allowable recommended value by AASHTO (2010).  559 
(2) Among all the unreinforced installations with EPS block, both the values of ΔDv and pressure on pipe 560 
take their minimum values (5.25% and 113 kPa respectively for ΔDv and pressure on pipe) for the use of EPS 561 
block with thickness of 0.6D (he=0.6D) and width of 1.5D (w=1.5D) while the SSS value increases to 85.62 562 
mm which is greater than that obtained for the unreinforced installation with no EPS block. However, it 563 





and SSS. Thus, if pipe deformation with no consideration on soil surface settlement (e.g. beneath untrafficked 565 
soil) is of primary concern then the use of EPS block with he=0.6D and w=1.5D in backfill has the most 566 
benefit which protects the pipe from snap-through buckling AASHTO (2010). 567 
(3) When geocell reinforcement and EPS are combined, a marked benefit in reduction of both ΔDv and 568 
pressure on pipe are evident, but it results in a larger, soil surface settlement (SSS) compared with the geocell 569 
reinforcement-only case. Based on the results in Table 4, using geocell reinforcement and EPS block with 570 
he=0.6D and w=1.5D could minimize ΔDv and pressure on pipe at values of 3.98% and 92 kPa, respectively, 571 
while SSS values is minimized at 31.53 mm using EPS block with he=0.3D and w=1.5D. Also, Table 4 572 
shows that the use of EPS block with he=0.3D and w=1.5D shows only a little additional enhancement of 573 
ΔDv in comparison with EPS block with he=0.6D and w=1.5D while not only does ΔDv remain less than the 574 
5% criteria of AASHTO (2010), but it is also economical to halve the use of EPS – a material more 575 
expensive than the soil and geocell reinforcement. 576 
Thus, from the results described, using an EPS block with he=0.3D and w=1.5D over the pipe in a 577 
geocell-reinforced installation, delivered the most acceptable soil surface settlement and pipe deflection 578 
design among all the installations. However, of course, an economic evaluation would need to be added to 579 
this technical assessment in order to confirm its cost-effectiveness and to arrive at a final decision.  580 
7. Summary and conclusions 581 
The maintenance and the serviceability periods of buried pipes impose major cost to utility companies. 582 
For this reason, the long-term functionality and safety of buried pipe systems is a critical requirement when 583 
the system is subjected to heavy traffic loading. In this study, a series of full scale tests on buried pipes 584 
subjected to simulated heavy traffic loading were conducted to investigate the beneficial, simultaneous, use 585 
of EPS geofoam block and geocell reinforcement in backfill over pipes on the reduction of soil surface 586 
settlement (rut), pipe deformation and soil pressure acting on the pipe. The parameters studied in the testing 587 
program included the pocket size of the geocell reinforcement, the width and thickness of EPS block. Based 588 
on the results obtained from the present study, the following conclusions can be derived:  589 
(1) The rate of increase in soil surface settlement (SSS), pipe deformation (ΔDv and ΔDh) and pressure 590 
around the pipe decrease as the number of load cycles increase. A stable condition (for these parameters) 591 





(2) Large proportions of the total, final, pipe deformation, soil surface settlement and pressure on pipe 593 
occurred during the few first load cycles. 594 
(3) The beneficial performance of a geocell mat with large pockets (100mm) on the buried pipe system with 595 
and without EPS block was evident. Adding just geocell above the pipe decreased the vertical pipe 596 
diameter deflection, soil surface settlement and pressure on pipe crown, respectively, by about 27%, 43% 597 
and 25%, but did not deliver a pipe deformation that satisfied the AASHTO (2010) specification. 598 
(4) The use of EPS block over the pipe increased the soil surface settlement, but decreased the pressure 599 
transferred onto the pipe and the deformation of pipe for both unreinforced and geocell-reinforced 600 
installations.  601 
(5) When adding just EPS block (of thickness 0.6D and width 1.5D) above the pipe, minimum values of ΔDv 602 
= 5.25%, vertical pressure on pipe crown = 113 kPa and soil surface settlement = 85.62 mm were 603 
obtained, indicating that neither of the AASHTO (1993 and 2010) criteria have been satisfied.  604 
 (6) For the simultaneous installation of EPS geofoam block and geocell reinforcement in backfill, the geocell 605 
reinforcement significantly negates the tendency of an EPS block in increasing the soil surface settlement, 606 
and also provides more reduction in pipe deformation and pressure acting on pipe. 607 
(7) When adding both geocell and EPS block (of thickness 0.6D and width 1.5D) above the pipe, vertical 608 
pipe diameter change and pressure on pipe were 3.98% and 92 kPa, respectively. Also, soil surface 609 
settlement was minimized at 31.53 mm by using an EPS block with thickness of 0.3D and width of 1.5D 610 
but shows little increase, regarding pipe deformation although the criteria of AASHTO (1993 and 2010) 611 
were thereby satisfied. 612 
(8) Overall, for the range of performed tests and to minimize the use of EPS block from an economical point-613 
of-view, this study suggests the use of geocell-reinforced backfill with an EPS block with he=0.3D and 614 
w=1.5D over the pipe would provide a practical and beneficial solution to protect the pipe and ground 615 
surface under heavy traffic loads.  616 
(9) For all installations, a non-linear variation of pipe crown deformation along its longitudinal axis was 617 
observed. The pipe deformation converged to an inconsiderable value over 600 mm distance from the 618 
centre of loaded area which evidenced, adequately, the length of pipe used in experimental model.  619 
This study can provide insight into the behaviour of the buried pipes protected by geocell reinforcement, 620 
in addition to EPS block, subjected to heavy traffic load. Clearly, this is a preliminary study and full 621 





results of this study. The tests results are obtained for only one type of pipe (HDPE pipe with 250 mm 623 
external diameter), one type of geocell material, one density of EPS block, one trench width and depth (i.e. 624 
one burial depth of pipe) and one type of backfill soil. Hence, it should be noted that the test results applied in 625 
this paper might be limited to the size and type of the trench and pipe, soil properties, geocell material and 626 
EPS density (which affects its mechanical characteristics such as the strength and elasticity modulus). Hence 627 
additional investigations to confirm the results of this study should be considered in future studies. Thus the 628 
proposed results should be applied cautiously by considering the above limitations. Also, the economical 629 
assessment of EPS blocks, together with geocell layer should be one of the crucial parts of a practical project, 630 
but this was not investigated in the current research. 631 
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specific gravity Gs 
soil angle of internal friction ϕ 
geocell pocket size d 
height of geocell h 
Pipe diameter and diameter of loading surface D 
width of geocell layer  b 
embedded depth of geocell layer below the loading surface u  
thickness of EPS block  he  
width of EPS block  w  
soil pressure cell on pipe crown  SPC. C 
soil pressure cell at springline of pipe  
 
SPC. S  
embedment depth of pipe  Z=2D  
change in vertical diameter  
 
Dv  
change in horizontal diameter  
 
Dh 
vertical diameter change ΔDv= Dv/D 
horizontal diameter change ΔDh= Dh/D 
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Fig. 1. Conceptual vertical stress distributions at level of pipe crown as a function of deformability of 






























































































































































































































































































Fig. 6. Schematic installation of (a) LVDTs inside the pipe and definition of the horizontal (Dh) and vertical 
(Dv) pipe deflections, (b) Photograph  view of  LVDTs inside the pipe, (c) Schematic of soil pressure cells on 





Fig. 7.  Photograph of (a) pipe installation in trench (b) test installation prior to loading include reaction 


































































































Fig. 8.  Schematic view of tests (a) unreinforced backfill without EPS block (b) geocell-reinforced 
backfill without EPS block (c) unreinforced backfill with EPS block (b) geocell-reinforced backfill with 
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Fig. 9. Typical trend of (a) SSS with load cycles, (b) ΔDv with load cycles, (c) hysteresis curve of SSS, (d) 
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Fig. 11. Comparison between geocell-reinforced and unreinforced installations for (a) SSS, (b) ΔDv  and ΔDh, (c) 
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Fig. 12. The effect of EPS block width in unreinforced installation on (a) SSS, (b) ΔDv, (c) pipe deformation in 
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Fig. 13. The effect of EPS block width in unreinforced installation on (a) SSS, (b) ΔDv, (c) pipe deformation in 
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Fig. 14. Variation of (a) SSS, (b) ΔDv, and (c) pressure on pipe crown with w/D for unreinforced and geocell-
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Fig. 15. The effect of EPS block thickness in unreinforced installation on (a) SSS, (b) ΔDv, and ΔDh (c) pipe 
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Fig. 16. The effect of EPS block thickness in geocell-reinforced installation on (a) SSS, (b) ΔDv, and ΔDh (c) 
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Fig. 17. Variation of (a) SSS, (b) ΔDv and (c) pressure on pipe crown with he/D for unreinforced and geocell-
reinforced installations (w/D=1.5) 
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 831 
Table 1. The engineering properties of the geotextile used in the tests (reported 
by manufacturer- See acknowledgment) 
Description Value 
Type of geotextile Non-woven 
Material Polypropylene  
Areal weight (g/m2) 190 
Thickness under 2 kN/m2 (mm) 0.57 
Thickness under 200 kN/m2 (mm) 0.47 
Tensile strength (kN/m) 13.1 





Effective opening size (mm) 0.08 
 832 
Table 2. Densities of soil for unreinforced and geocell-reinforced layers after compaction (ASTM D 
1557-12) 
Type of layer Average dry unit weight (kN/m3) 
Unreinforced soil layer above pipe crown ≈18.78* 
Unreinforced soil layer in the both sides of the pipe ≈16.2** 
Geocell-reinforced layer (110×110×100 mm) Between 18.2 and 18.4 
Geocell-reinforced layer (55×55×100 mm) Between 17.5 and 17.8 
*approximately 92% of maximum dry unit weight – see Sec. 3.1 


















EPS Block (he) 
Width of EPS Block 
(w) 
No. of Tests 
1 
No EPS Block  























* Number indicates number in series which includes tests also listed in other rows 
**The tests which were performed two or three times to verify the repeatability of the test data. For example, in test 
Series 2, a total of 5 tests were performed, including 2 independent tests plus 3 replicates. 
***the tests in which the horizontal diameter changes were not recorded. 
 834 
Table 4. The soil surface settlement (SSS), vertical diametric change (ΔDv), Pressure over pipe for unreinforced and 




With EPS block 
he 0.6D 0.6D 0.6D 0.6D 0.1D 0.3D 0.4D 
 w 




SSS (mm) 52.42  78.2 85.62 88.2* 88.8** 55.2 57.2 ---- 
ΔDv (%) 8.74  5.8 5.25 6.41 7.81 7.71 6.12 ---- 
Pressure over 
Pipe (kPa) 





SSS (mm) 29.91  42.88 45.75 ---- 60.2 ---- 31.53 34.21 
ΔDv (%) 6.35  4.08 3.98 ---- 5.04 ---- 4.52 4.31 
Pressure over 
Pipe (kPa) 





 *the SSS value at load cycle of 75    
**the SSS value at load cycle of 5 
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